A morning meeting between lawyers at a Manhattan investment bank may not be everyone's idea of a “fireside chat.” But that's how global independent bank Evercore billed a discussion it hosted last week between its in-house litigation head, Brogiin Keeton, and Covington & Burling partner Eric Holder.

The topic of the meeting, timed to celebrate Black History Month, was diversity. And while the internal meeting was closed to outsiders, Keeton and the former U.S. attorney general caught up with ALM afterward to talk about diversity and inclusion in the legal industry—and about their experience moving up the ranks as black attorneys.

Holder, the country’s first black attorney general under its first black president, has been outspoken on diversity issues, and he had made them part of his practice at Covington. In 2018, he led Uber’s internal investigation into the tech company’s workplace harassment and discrimination, and last year the American Institute of Architects tapped him to review its rewards and honors process, according to Architectural Digest.

Keeton, a former Sidley Austin associate, joined Evercore as head of litigation in 2015. She is also a leader of the firm’s diversity and inclusion initiatives.

The conversation has been edited for clarity and style.

As two prominent black attorneys, do you think real progress has been made in regards to diversity and inclusion in the legal industry?

Holder: Look at [Covington’s] last partnership class. We had 14 new partners in our last class, nine of whom were women and six people were of a diverse background. Twenty-four percent of our equity partners are women, and three-eights of our management committee is female. These are all positive markers, and I think it shows that Covington is in a fundamentally different place than it was 20 years or so ago. I think you can find other markers within the profession that show it is changing. And yet, we’re not where we need to be if you look at the number of judges, partners at law firms and general counsel who are women or people of color. There are still barriers women and people of color have to deal with, but the fact that Evercore had this conversation today is a marker of progress, even though we’ve not yet gotten to the place were we can honestly say we’ve achieved all that we should.

Keeton: The idea that I, as a woman of color, get to sit in the seat that I’m in—head of litigation at a public, premiere investment bank—that says something. It says something about the company I work for, but also about the work people like Eric and others have put in to allowing talented people to thrive, regardless of their background.

What are the main barriers people of color and diverse attorneys are still facing in the legal industry?

Keeton: There have been a lot of times when I have walked into a room and people’s assumption was that I must be the assistant or that I must be the most junior member of the team. I don’t think that comes from a place of malice—I think it comes from a place of expectations. When you see “head of litigation,” you probably expect someone who is male, of a certain age, and probably
somebody who isn’t black. But the more people like me who exist, just existing can change people’s mindsets and expectations.

**Holder:** This notion of “barriers”—things like [Keeton’s] grandparents faced and like my parent’s faced—those are not really things that, by and large, we’re dealing with now. But there are still different kinds of impediments, if not barriers. They are impediments of expectations: the surprise that the head of litigation is a competent, African-American woman. That’s a different society than the one that existed years ago where you didn’t want a person of color or woman of color in that position and assumed all kinds of negative things about them. I think that’s a marker of success, but still an indication we’re not yet where we need to be.

We have to get to a point where when [Keeton] walks into a room, there’s not an assumption made about who she is or a degree of surprise expressed at finding out what her position is.

Many clients have moved beyond general demands for “diverse” legal teams to require specifics from outside counsel—for example, the first chair should be a woman or a certain percentage of the group should be racially diverse. What are your thoughts on these specific benchmarks clients are asking of law firms?

**Keeton:** I understand the impetus behind this intense focus on exactly how matters should be staffed, but I don’t pursue that. For me, the promotion of diversity and inclusion is really a long conversation and a long partnership [between me and my law firms]. If you’re in partnership with your law firm, then you don’t make demands and micromanage in a way that often misses the point, which is that I want to make sure people from all backgrounds really have opportunities on my cases, and that the diversity of my firms reflects my and Evercore’s own values. Because of pipeline issues, that might not happen in a way that is ideal on every single case, and if I’m penalizing my law firms each time they don’t [meet a diversity benchmark], I think that has a little bit of shortsightedness.

It’s not enough to just include a woman of color on your team to be diverse. Are you training that person? Is this person right for this matter? That’s why I think it’s dangerous to micromanage as opposed to having a conversation. The result of my conversations is that I end up with very diverse teams that look diverse. This is not only in response to what clients say they want to see, but also because when you’re looking for what’s going to be the best team, you want people with different backgrounds, experiences, and worldviews. That’s going to be the team that’s going to come up with the best solutions for the client.

**Where do we go from here?**

**Keeton:** The idea of hope over cynicism is critical. I think when you sometimes stop and you think of all the things you want to change and want to do, it can be easy to be overwhelmed and not always be optimistic. But for me, I get to wake up everyday, go to a place and do a job I have a lot of fun at. And in doing that, I hope that I give other people permission to live their best lives and work on policies that push forward that sense of identity and inclusion. That doesn’t happen if you’re not hopeful or optimistic.

**Holder:** There was a recent statement by the client base where a lot of general counsel said they wanted more diverse teams. I think that’s been inculcated at Covington and at other firms as well. It’s almost now as you’re forming up a team, on a subconscious, unconscious bias, you put together teams that look diverse. This is not only in response to what clients say they want to see, but also because when you’re looking for what’s going to be the best team, you want people with different backgrounds, experiences and worldviews. That’s going to be the team that’s going to come up with the best solutions for the client.
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